Declaration of Conformity

Brandname: BuzziSpace
Type Number: P0002
General Model Identification: BuzziBooth

Harmful substances on product level

CLEAN AIR SILVER
ANSI/BIFMA M7.1-2011
Standard Test Method for Determining VOC Emissions from Office Furniture Systems, Components and Seating using small-scale and mid-scale chambers
Result: Passed ANSI/BIFMA e3-2019e Section 7.6.1
Ref. Test Report 104074054GRR-001a

Harmful substances on component level

**Foam filling**
Standard 100 - OEKO TEX
Testing for harmful substances
Result: Product Class I
Ref. Test Report 1128

**Wood**
California Air Resources Board (CARB) Phase II
Result: (CARB) Phase II Pass

**Felt**
REACH
Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals

Fire Rating on component level

**Foam filling**
CAL TB-117
Testing the Smolder Resistance of Materials Used in Upholstered Furniture
Result: CAL117 Compliant
Wood
UNE EN 13501-1
Fire test To construction products and building elements
Result: D-s2, d0

Fabric
Check buzzi.space/downloads/ for more information on
the fire ratings of your selected fabric